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AHEAD's SDG track is for any spin-off
or licensing projects at Fraunhofer
that seek to solve global social or
environmental challenges in
an entrepreneurial way.

With the support of the
Fraunhofer-Zukunftsstiftung, AHEAD

offers this special subprogram for impact-
driven teams three times per year. Projects can

apply with every new AHEAD batch (January, May or
September) and benefit from intense additional support.

tailor-made support for impact-
oriented projects during the
whole Phase 1 of AHEAD

in-depth coaching and workshops
by renown coaches and impact
entrepreneurs

Conditions
for application:

| min. TRL 3

| Licensing or
Spin-Off projects

| Solving a global challenge

| Transfer of
Fraunhofer Technology
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BOOTCAMP

Jury Session Phase 1
As part of the Bootcamp

PHASE 1 (< 6 months, 50.000 €) PHASE 2 (< 18 months, 100.000+ €) REALIZATION

Spin-Off
or

Licensing
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Jury Session Phase 2
Every second Check-In

2-Day
Sprint Kick-off

2-Day Check-Ins
every third week

2-Day Check-Ins
every sixth week

=

The AHEAD program is devided in 3 main stages: BOOTCAMP, PHASE 1 and PHASE 2.

The 4-day bootcamp is the critical entry gate. Assess your venture readiness levels with
industry, entrepreneurship as well as team, market and product development coaches and
create your tailored roadmap with their feedback. While going through Phase 1, you will
receive 50,000 € to show us that you are addressing a deep customer problem, clearly define
the IP you need, and build a convincing team. AHEAD will support you with networking
events, workshops, coaching, co-working, access to Fraunhofer laboratories and everything
else that is needed. Apply to Phase 2 based on the term sheet and your go-to-market
strategy. Get a flexible amount of funding and ongoing support for a further maximum of
18 months. There is one single objective: bringing technology to market.
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